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1. California State University (CSU), Fresno
   California State University (CSU) is the largest university system in the country with 23 

campuses and a total student population of ~450,000. CSU has very large (~50%) minority 
and (~50%) first generation college student populations. CSU Fresno joined ATLAS in 2007 
and is the only CSU campus on ATLAS or CMS. The CSU Fresno ATLAS program currently 
consists of one faculty (Yongsheng Gao), one postdoctoral fellow (Harinder Bawa), and 10 
Master and undergraduate students. Since 2009, the CSU Fresno ATLAS program has been 
supported by two NSF Elementary Particle Physics (EPP) core grants and one NSF Major 
Research Instrumentation (MRI) grant. The MRI grant was for setting up ATLAS grid 
computing facilities at all the 9 NSF EPP core grant supported universities on ATLAS. CSU 
Fresno serves as the only lead institution in this MRI grant with the other 8 (Chicago, 
Columbia, Hampton, MSU, NYU, NIU, Stony Brook, and Washington) as subcontractors. 

      
    To provide the outstanding ATLAS/LHC opportunities to a wider CSU community, we have 

been building up the CSU Nuclear and Particle Physics Consortium (NUPAC) which is 
centered around the CSU Fresno ATLAS program. CSU NUPAC already consists of 14 
campuses (Bakersfield, Channel Islands, Chico, Dominguez Hills, Fresno, Humboldt, Long 
Beach, Los Angeles, Pomona, Sacramento, San Bernardino, San Francisco, San Luis 
Obispo, and Stanislaus). 24 students from CSU NUPAC campuses have worked at CERN for 
at least one summer. 

2. Interest     and     Motivation     in     commisioning     the     Fresno     Tier-3     site  

A primary motivation for development of Fresno Tier-3 site is to provide enhanced flexibility 
within the US ATLAS computing GRID. This flexibility is not only to utilize the significant 
university and laboratory-based resources to increase the overall computing capacity for 
steady-state operations, but is also to made available additional resources in times of 
intensive need and to avoid utilization of precious Tier-2 resources for jobs that could be done 
just as easily at a local site . The process of deploying a Tier-3 site that is integrated into the 
ATLAS computing model also has the benefit of distributing the knowledge of scientific 
computing around the collaboration, which has its own intrinsic value. 

3. The     desired     ATLAS     Tier-3     functional     category  
California State University Fresno intends to operate as low priority production site and will 
support Monte Carlo production (simulation) job, and analysis jobs from local users, and 
DQ2-based data handling as need arises.



4. Description     of     site     in     terms     of     resources     and     support  
California State University Fresno is deploying a Tier 3 Cluster. This site which has been 
operational (however, not with full T3GS services) since 2011. The hardware is located in 
Campus Data Center at the California State University Fresno in a room with sufficient cooling 
and power to support several racks worth of hardware. 

The CSU Fresno cluster currently consists of a pair of switches, console management (KVM), 
9 servers and 3 direct attached storage arrays all confined in a single rack.  We identify the 
cluster nodes  as the NFS node (Storage Element), Head/Interactive (Compute) and Worker 
nodes. 

The following table describes the materials,  descriptions and costs  to  acquire  the cluster 
elements. Total number of cores available are 216 and storage is 110TB.

Component Model Quantity Unit Cost, 

k$
Switch (private network) Dell PowerConnect 6248, 48GbE, 

10GbE uplink

1 1.5

Switch (public network) Cisco 6500, 48GbE, 4xGb FC uplinks 1  donated

NFS Server / Storage 

Element

Dell R510 dual socket, X5650  

processors @ 2.66GHz, 24 cores, 

24GB RAM, 10GbE, 24TB

1 6.8

Head / Interactive Dell R710 dual socket, X5650 

processor @ 2.66GHz, 24 cores, 

48GB RAM, 6TB

6 4.4

Worker / Compute 

Elements

Dell R510 dual socket X5675 

processors @ 3.06GHz, 24 cores, 

64GB RAM,8TB 

2 5

Storage Dell MD1200 24TB 3 5.0

KVM Belkin 1 1.5

Rack 1
Total Cost $62.2k



The following diagram illustrate how the cluster hardware is physically situated in the rack. 



The     Network  
Two separate switches are used to provide public and private access to the nodes. A Cisco 
6500 chassis based switch with 48 x 1Gb copper ports and 4 x 1 gig fiber uplinks provide 
public access, while a dedicated Dell Power Connect 6248 switch with 48 x 1GbE ports and 2 
x 10GbE ports allows the cluster to communicate internally on a private network. 
The Cisco switch connects to our campus core switch at 1 gig with traffic segregated using a 
dedicated VLAN. The campus core switch is being upgraded to support two 10GbE uplinks 
with our network provider, CENIC. This upgrade is expected to be completed by Oct. 2013. 
The campus 10 gig uplinks will run in an active / standby mode and should provide the Tier 3 
cluster with up to 1Gbs of bandwidth.  

• The NFS node has a 10GbE NIC and connects with the 10GbE stacking module on the 
Dell PowerConnect 6248 for use on the private network. The NFS node  also has a 
separate 1 Gb interface to communicate across the public network with  the Cisco 
switch. 

• The Head node has two physical 1Gb interfaces with one configured to use the private 
network and the other configured to use the public network. This node also functions 
as the user interactive node.

• The worker nodes run on a private network segment only, each configured with a 
single 1Gb interface. 



Authorization Services:
Our Tier-3 site makes use of edg-mkgridmap for authentication services. 

Compute Element:
The compute element allows grid users to run jobs on our site. Initial installs of software for 
GRAM and GridFTP services have been completed along with the Condor client and a squid 
proxy server. 

Storage Element:
CSU Fresno offers public storage with about 70Tb of disk accessible through a BestMan-
gateway. The storage sits on  NFS mounted file system.

Worker Nodes:
There are currently 9 worker nodes in our environment. 7 are dedicated worker nodes with 
supporting software installed on other nodes that provide other services. Cluster-wide, 216 
cores are available. 

Individual Node Overview:
Nodes may provide multiple purposes, including hosting virtual machines, provide proxying 
capabilities and allow interactive access but are generally described by us as NFS, Head and 
Worker nodes. All nodes run Scientific Linux 5.5. We are currently upgrading to newer version 
of Scientific Linux 5.9 and eventually targeting to 6.x in near future. 

Node Hostnames: 

t3nfs, pt3nfs,t3head, p3head,pt3ldap, pt3wrk0, pt3wrk1, pt3wrk2, pt3wrk3, pt3wrk4, pt3wrk5 
and pt3wrk6

NFS 
The NFS server is a Dell R510 with 24GB RAM, dual socketed Intel E5650 @ 2.67GHz and 6 
cores each or 12 total and 24 cores with hyper threading.  It has a private 10GbE interface 
and a separate public 1GbE interface. This node has 12 x 2TB 7.2k SAS and three separate 
Dell MD1200 disk arrays directly attach, each with 12 x 2TB 7.2k SAS drives. Hardware RAID 
6 was used in constructing the disk groups. Each disk group has a dedicated hotspare. The 
filesystems were created using XFS and  exports the following filesystems with the other 
nodes:



NFS Exported 
Filesystems

Description

/NFSv3exports/opt-csu 100GB, contrib, cluster-wide utilities

/NFSv3exports/archive 1TB  , user archives 

/NFSv3exports/home 250GB, home directories

/NFSv3exports/rdata1 14TB,  ATLAS data disk I - to be 
exported via gridftp/srm

/NFSv3exports/rdata2 40TB,  ATLAS data disk II

/disk 250GB, Condor scratch

/NFSV4exports shared directories for ATLAS software 
management/tools

The host also provides the following services and acts as the user interactive node.
         - sshd, cvmfs, condor, xrootd, xrootdfs 
         - gridftp, SRMv2  ( use /rdata1/share and /rdata1/share/bestman for tranfers
                           all external users mapped to xrootd:xrootd)

Head:
T3head/pt3head provides multiple services, acting as a head node. T3head denotes the 
public facing hostname, while pt3head denotes the hostname living on the private network. 
Vmware server is installed on this host to run virtual machines. Pt3ldap runs as a guest 
operating system inside the Vmware hypervisor. Pt3ldap runs OpenLDAP and is used cluster-
wide for user identification and authentication. The server hardware is a  Dell R710 with 48GB 
RAM and a pair of Intel E5650 @ 2.67GHZ with 6 cores per processor (24 with 
hyperthreading). The node comes with 6 x 1TB 7.2k SAS, configured with RAID-5 across a 
single span providing about 4.5TB of usable disk. File system exports are as follows:

NFS Exported 
Filesystems

Description

/etc/condor-etc 10GB, cluster-wide condor 
configurations

/backup/home-yesterday 250G, home dir backup

/backup/csu-yesterday 100GB, contrib utilities backup

/xdata 3.4TB, data partition

/disk 250GB, condor scratch



Software and Services:
      - private-to-public network gateway (iptables NAT, dhcpd, dnsmasq) 
      - tftpd server     ( allows network setup of CSU nodes)
      - httpd server     ( port 2080, lam, ganglia monitor, condor_view )
      - VMwareServer     ( t3ldap VM running open ldap server)
      - squid server     ( http cache for the cluster) 
      - condor_collector ( collects information for condor_view monitor)
      - ganglia-gmetad   ( collects information for ganglia-gmetad module)
      - sendmail         ( uses smart-relay to send e-mails via Fresno mailserver)
      - cvs over sshd    
      - cvsweb
      - nfs v3 server    
      - xrootd    server    ( govern xrood access)
      - xrootdfs  server    ( provides posix access to xrootd filesystems)
      - gridftp   server    ( to be added, access do disks via grid credential)
      - SRM       server    ( to be added, an interface to gridftp )
      - "standard" condor services   ( master, startd, schedd, negotiator) 
      - cvmfs  ( provides access to ATLAS software )  

− sshd

 Work:
There are 7 worker nodes in the cluster, with hostnames of pt3wrkX where X is any of 0-6. 
Worker node software was also installed on NFS and HEAD bringing the worker node count 
to 9.  The server hardware is a  Dell R710 with 48GB RAM and a pair of Intel E5650 @ 
2.67GHZ with 6 cores per processor (12 with hyper-threading) or Dell R510 with 64GB RAM 
and a pair of Intel X5675 @ 3.06GHz with 6 cores per processor (12 with hyper-threading) 
creating 24 work units per host. The condor software is accessible on the private network for 
each worker node. The R710s are configured with 6 x 1TB 7.2k SAS using RAID-5 across a 
single span, providing about 4.5TB of usable disk. The R510s are configured with 7x1TB 7.2k 
SAS in RAID 5 with a single hotspare. These nodes each NFS export the filesystem /disk as 
condor scratch space.  Other exports include /local/xrootd/a - ( 4.0T, via xrootd, ATLAS data 
disk).  They also run the following servers:  sshd, cvmfs, condor and xrootd

Commisioning the Site: 
We would like to start our site for ATLAS production jobs as soon as possible.  But, there are  
some official formalities needs to completed before putting the site in production. It will take 
around  one  month  after  registration  of  our  site  name  in  ATLAS  Grid  Information 
Service(AGIS) , and successfully testing of ATLAS DDM spacetokens.



Support: 
The CSU Fresno ATLAS Tier3 computing cluster was funded by an NSF MRI grant. It was set
up in April 2011 by CSU Fresno Information Technology (IT) department with help from Dr. 
Sergey Uzunyan from Northern Illinois University who was partially supported by NSF MRI 
grant. We have been successfully running this cluster for CSU Fresno ATLAS related work 
since April 2011. The cluster has been used heavily by our ATLAS postdoc Dr. Harinder Bawa 
and other group members for new physics searches with dijets. Dr. Bawa was a member of  
DAST (ATLAS Distributed Analysis Shifters Team) since 2011, and actively taking DAST shifts 
while  at  CERN. Our  plan  is  to  upgrade  our  Tier-3  cluster  for  running ATLAS production 
simulation  and  local  user  jobs.  These  activities  would  be  supported  jointly  by  our  IT 
department personnels, and Dr. Bawa. Total FTE for this work would be around 0.60 from Dr.
Bawa and our IT staff members.
 

Contacts:
Principal Investigator:

 Prof. Yongsheng Gao,  yogao@csufresno.edu, 559.278.4554
Experiment Site support:

 Dr. Harinder Singh Bawa,  hbawa@csufresno.edu, 559.278.8345

Local Sysadmins:  
 Jay Fowler, fowler@csufresno.edu, 559.278.3923
 Choa-lin Chou, choalinc@csufresno.edu, 559.278.3923

Networking
 Gabriel Lewis, gabriel@csufresno.edu, 559.278.3923
 Chris Cook, chrisc@csufresno.edu, 559.278.3923

Infrastructure:
 George Barbery, georgeb@csufresno.edu, 559.278.3923
 Curt Ward, rexw@csufresno.edu, 559.278.3923

Security:
 Rafael Villegas, rafael@csufresno.edu, 559.278.3923
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